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Thème du stage: « Caractérisation d’un mutant de morphogenèse florale chez la rose »

Our general objective is to contribute to the understanding of the molecular control of flower
architecture in roses. In particular, we aim at identifying how floral organ initiation is controlled, both
in organ number and positioning, and how floral organs acquire their identity in roses.
One of the most well known floral abnormality in roses is the “double-flowered” characteristic, which
groups all varieties of flowers that develop extra petals. We demonstrated that the restriction of RhAG
(C-function gene ortholog of AGAMOUS) expression domain towards the center of the floral meristem
is at the origin of the double flowers phenotype ion roses (Dubois et al., 2010). This trait was selected
independently during early agricultural days following rose domestication in two distinct domestication
areas, i.e. China and the Middle East/ Peri-Mediterranean zone. The Master student will address in more
details the genetic and molecular basis by which RhAG expression domain can be modified in the rose
floral meristem, allowing more or fewer petals to form. For this purpose, he/she will study a reversion
of the mutation from a 20 petals rose to a single flower rose (5 petals phenotype).
The goal of the Master internship is to identify the molecular mechanism by which this mutation
occurred. The student will first perform a fine phenotypic characterization of the 5 petal mutant plant.
Recently, we performed RNA-seq experiment in which we compared “simple flower” and “double
flower” roses . Data analyses permitted to identify a gene pathway that is shedding light on the
mechanisms by which double flowers have been selected. In a second study, the Master student will
participate to RNA-seq data validation using high throughput cDNA and DNA quantification methods
(such as QPCR, HRM). In parallel he/she will test gene expression modifications of chosen candidate
genes and its relation with the double flower phenotype in roses.
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